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Abstract: The research of human pose estimation has changed from the early 

estimation methods of artificially selected features such as graph models and graph 
structure models to intelligent image recognition methods based on machine 

learning. In order to improve the effect of multi-person pose estimation in sports 
competition video, this paper combines big data technology and image recognition 
technology to study the multi-person pose estimation technology in sports games. 

Moreover, starting from the actual situation, this paper enhances the effect of human 
pose feature recognition in sports competitions, and constructs multi-person pose 
estimation system in sports competition video based on big data analysis. In addition, 

this paper combines big data technology to analyze sports competition video data, 
and uses image processing methods to extract features. The experimental research 

results show that the multi-person pose estimation system in sports competition 
video based on big data analysis can realize the feature recognition of multi-person 
sports. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The rapid improvement of computer computing power and the rapid growth of available training 

samples provide the possibility for the application of deep learning, and also bring new ideas and 
new methods for the research of human body pose estimation. The specific problem of the human 

body pose estimation task is the insufficient training data set. Like many image processing tasks 
based on deep learning methods, the human body pose estimation method based on deep learning 
is also supervised learning and requires a large number of data samples for supervised training to 

obtain a neural network that can handle the corresponding tasks well. However, there are few public 
body posture data sets, especially human body posture data sets in complex outdoor scenes. The 
reason is that the calibration of the human body posture data sets is relatively difficult. When there 

is a person in a given image, the data set usually needs to provide the coordinates of the human 
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body's head, neck, left and right shoulders, left and right elbows, left and right wrists, left and right 
hips, left and right knees, and left and right ankles, a total of 14 human body joint points. 

In order to easily test the different performance of the human body posture estimation algorithm, 

the human body posture data set is also required to provide the marked rotation angle, the size of 
the human body or the category information of the human body posture. When the human body 

image has posture distortion and occlusion, especially in complex scenes, such as low illumination 
and complex background objects, it is difficult for the human eye to give a clear joint point position 
annotation. These reasons will increase the difficulty of annotating human poses, which greatly 

increases the cost of human pose annotations. It is these reasons that have led to no such large-
scale human pose datasets as ImageNet. This brings huge challenges to the development of human 

body pose estimation methods based on deep learning. Complex background interference issues. 
The background of part of the image data is relatively simple or relatively single. When performing 
human pose estimation, the local weight sharing and pooling structure of the convolutional neural 

network can be used to directly extract the local features of the invariance of the local pose and 
illumination, thereby regressing Better coordinate map of human body joints. For images with 
complex backgrounds, there are often image areas in the background that have similar image 

features with human body parts, which are extremely similar to human body parts. Only local feature 
information cannot be used to infer whether the area belongs to human parts, and it is easy to cause 

estimation. Ambiguity. 

This paper combines big data technology and image recognition technology to study the multi-
person pose estimation technology in sports competitions. Moreover, starting from the actual 

situation, this paper improves the human pose feature recognition effect in sports competitions, and 
on this basis, further improves the fairness and reliability of sports competitions 

2 RELATED WORK 

Estimating human poses with three-dimensional spatial position information from multi-view 
sequences is widely used in the field of computer vision, such as pose recognition [4], behavior 

recognition [11], motion capture [9], and human-computer interaction [20]. Although this research 
has achieved major breakthroughs, there are still many challenging and urgent problems to be 
solved. First, there is a semantic gap between complex three-dimensional human motion and two-

dimensional images, and the lack of depth information leads to ambiguity in the estimated human 
pose. Secondly, the appearance and contour of the human body are quite different from frame to 

frame, which brings difficulties to the positioning of the limbs. Finally, the occlusion of limbs, the 
high dimensionality of pose data, and the change of scene light all make human body pose estimation 
a difficult task. At present, the common methods are divided into 3 categories. One is the model-

based method, which relies on a human body model based on prior knowledge to estimate the 
human body pose by optimizing the objective function, but the amount of calculation is relatively 
large [18]. The second is a learning-based method, which directly learns the mapping from the 

feature space to the pose space [7], but its judgment of the pose is based on huge training data. 
The third is a sample-based method, which retrieves the most similar data to the input in the training 

database, and uses the data to interpolate to obtain the result. This method also relies on huge 
training data, and requires the training data to cover as much freedom as possible in the pose space 
[14]. Recently, an algorithm called sparse coding [19] has emerged in the field of machine learning 

and pattern recognition, such as face recognition [17], target classification, and human body pose 
estimation.  

Literature [8] proposed a sparse coding algorithm, which overcomes the overfitting caused by 

the small sample problem by learning two over-complete dictionaries. Literature [1] proposed a 
sparse coding algorithm to solve the problem of data location and similarity information loss, but 

the original space features are often noisy, and the regular term constructed in this space may not 
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accurately reflect the inner manifold of the data. Literature [13] proposed a kernel sparse coding 
algorithm that can capture the nonlinear similarity of features, breaking the mode of coding only in 
the original space. However, it is unreasonable to use a single kernel function to process different 

types of inputs, and it is faced with the problem of kernel function and parameter selection. The 
samples in human pose estimation are high-dimensional and non-linear. Although the nearest 

neighbors of the samples can be found at linear distances, the nearest neighbor graph constructed 
by them cannot accurately reflect the inner manifold of the data, which is used in many applications. 
It's very important. The kernel technique implicitly maps the original data to the Hilbert space to 

overcome this problem, but it also faces the problem of choosing kernel functions and parameters. 
Although the cross-validation method can solve this problem, the amount of calculation is too large. 

Literature [10] proposed a multi-core sparse coding algorithm. By introducing multi-core learning, 
it not only solves the "curse of dimensionality" of pose data, but also copes with the nonlinearity of 
samples. Among them, the optimal kernel is derived from the linear combination of the kernel 

functions in the kernel function set, so there is no problem of choosing kernel functions and 
parameters. 

Deep convolutional neural networks have improved the performance of many computer vision 

tasks to a new level. The overall trend is to build deeper and more complex networks to achieve 
higher accuracy [6]. However, this will greatly increase the amount of parameters and calculations 

of the network, making the deep convolutional neural network completely unable to meet the 
requirements of edge devices or mobile devices in terms of scale and speed. In particular, for some 
ultra-deep networks with hundreds of layers, the amount of parameters and calculations are huge. 

In order to embed the neural network structure of different tasks into public security cameras or 
some mobile devices, the image processing tasks are directly performed in the edge devices, and 
the structure information of the video image is formed, and then the image and video structure 

information is transmitted. This deployment can reduce the cost of network deployment and save a 
lot of transmission bandwidth [15]. 

3 MULTI-PERSON POSE ESTIMATION ALGORITHM IN SPORTS COMPETITION VIDEO 

We are given a target sample f, which is composed of N-dimensional feature vectors, that is, 

 
1: d

d d N
f f

=
=

. For a two-dimensional image, dN
 is the dimension of the extracted visual feature. 

( ) df n R
, and n is each point in the bounding box of the target object. Our goal is to learn the 

correlation filter 
 

1: d
d d N

h h
=

=
 for each feature dimension to make the final response result close 

to the predefined ideal response g. df , gh
 and g have the same dimension size. In the two-

dimensional case, the heights of these three are all nd
 and the widths are all nd

. We use the L2 
norm to calculate the error to optimize the following objective function [16]:  

  
2

2

1 1

d dN N

d d d

d d

f h g h 
= =

=  − + 
   

                                                (3.1) 

Among them, · represents the circular convolution operation,   is the regularization term 
coefficient, The ideal response g is generally a Gaussian distribution in N-dimensional space, the 

expectation is 0, and the standard deviation is  , as shown in Figure 1. The circular convolution 
operation essentially treats all circular displacement results of the target object as negative samples.  
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Figure 1: Two-dimensional Gaussian ideal response.  

( )
2

2

1 1

ˆ
d dN N

d d d

d d

diag f h g h 
= =

 = − +
  

         

                                                           (3.2) 

Among them, 
( )( )a vec a=

 means to perform Fourier transform on a first and then expand it 

into a one-dimensional column vector, diag(a) means transforming α into a diagonal matrix, and a  
means conjugate operation. The minimization function (3.2) can solve the corresponding correlation 
filter for each characteristic channel. We can find the mathematical closed solution of the least 

squares problem by letting its first derivative be zero:  

1

d

d d
d N

d d

d

g f
h

f f 
=

=

+
            

                                                                               (3.3) 

Among them, the circumferential displacement of the target object image machine is shown in Figure 
2.  

 

Figure 2: The image of the target object and its circumferential displacement.  
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The formula (3.3) is based on the closed solution of the correlation filter obtained from a single time 
point sample, that is, learning and training are performed based on a positive sample and multiple 
negative samples. In order to obtain a more robust correlation filter, the samples at multiple previous 

time points can be considered, and the updated spatial objective function is as follows [12]:  
2

2

1 1 1

ˆ*
k d dN N N

k

d d d

k d d

f h g h 
= = =

= − +                                                                         (3.4) 

Among them, Nk is the number of sample time points that need to be considered, αk is the weight 

of samples at different time points, and f knot is the d-th dimension feature of the h-th time sample. 
Kiani derives the mathematical closed solution of this problem in his article, and finally needs to 

solve N linear systems with the size of d dN N
, where N is the number of elements in dh

. For a 
two-dimensional image, N is the number of pixels in h. However, this kind of thinking will bring a lot 

of computational overhead. Therefore, it is often used in offline object tracking algorithms, such as 
CCOT and other algorithms.  

In order to ensure the running speed and robustness of the algorithm at the same time, this paper 
refers to the idea of dynamic update in MOSSE algorithm. For equation (3.3), the d-th dimension 

feature at time r is 

t

df . If the numerator and denominator of dh
 are 

t

dA
 and 

t

dB
, the dynamic 

update strategy is as follows [5]: 

( ) 11t t

d d dA A g f −= − + 
    

                                                                                   (3.5) 

( ) 1

1

1t t t t

d d d

d

B B f f −

=

= − + 
       

                                                                            (3.6)  

Among them, 


 is the learning rate. This dynamic update strategy puts more weight on the filter 
model obtained by learning and solving at the latest time point, and the filter model at the previous 
time point decays exponentially with time. In this way, calculation speed and robustness can be 

taken into account at the same time. 

 

 

Figure 3: Correlation filter response during object tracking in two-dimensional image.  
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In order to apply the correlation filter for calculation, at the previous point in time, the neighborhood 

of the state of the target object is extracted as a new sample 
 

1: d

t

d d N
u u

=
=

. For two-dimensional 
images, that is, taking a position on the target object as the center, extracting partial images in a 
certain area of space and calculating visual features. After that, it interacts with the correlation filter 

to generate a response, and the calculation method is as follows[2]:  

1

1

1

dN
t t

d d
t d

t

A u

y
B 

−

=

−



=
+



              

                                                                                     (3.7)  

After that, we use the inverse Fourier transform to convert the current frequency domain response 

ty
 to the spatial domain 

ty
, and the maximum point of the spatial response is the current state of 

the target object. As shown in Figure 3, the bee point is the current position of the target. In essence, 

the algorithm assumes that the state of the target object changes little in adjacent time, so it can 
be detected and searched in the vicinity of the target object state at the previous point in time. It 
further finds the new state of the object and makes full use of the continuity of spatial information 

changing over time, which is more efficient than training a global detector. For the problem of 
tracking the position of a target object in a two-dimensional image, the algorithm execution flow is 

as follows.  
This paper proposes the SRDCF algorithm to perform spatial constraints, and the modified 
optimization function is as follows [3]:  

2

2

1 1

ˆ*
d dN N

d d d

d d

f h g w h
= =

= − +  
               

                                                       (3.8)  

Among them, w is the spatial regularization constraint weight. From the target object area to the 
background area, the corresponding value of w gradually increases. The correlation filter is 

constrained by a larger weight value in the area outside the target object, and the spatial weight 
value restricted in the target object area is smaller. The correlation filter calculated in this way has 
a better ability to discriminate the target object. The distribution of w is shown in Figure 4 

 

Figure 4: SRDCF algorithm spatial weight constraint. 

However, this kind of airspace constraint method only gradually increases from the center to the 

edge according to the pre-defined rules. It has a better constraint effect on square or round target 
objects, but it is not suitable for irregular target objects, especially easily. Deformable objects. This 
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paper refers to the work of Lukezic et al. to construct the spatial mask, and uses the ADMM algorithm 
to optimize the correlation filter model.  

The airspace mask m has the same dimensional size as df , dh
, and g, the height is hd

, and the 

width is hd
. Each pixel of the spatial mask is m(n)∈{0,1}. 1 represents that the pixel position belongs 

to the target object, and 0 represents that the pixel position belongs to the background. With the 

constraints of the spatial mask, the search area of the correlation filter can be made larger than the 
bounding box of the target object, similar to that shown in Figure 4. The area in the bounding box 
of the target object is the foreground, and the surrounding area is the background. Construct a 

histogram for the foreground area and the background area as the appearance model y of the current 
target object. If the appearance model y of the target object and the pixel point x are given, the 

probability that x belongs to the target object can be expressed as follows: 

 

( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1| , | 1, | 1 1a ap m x y x p y m x x p x m x p m x=  = = =
                         (3.9)                                                          

Among them, the first appearance similarity 
( )( )| 1,ap y m x x=

 can be solved by Bayesian total 
probability model using histogram reverberation projection algorithm. The third mask prior 

probability 
( )( )1p m x =

 is expressed by the ratio of the foreground area of the target object to the 

background area. The second term 
( )( )| 1p x m x =

 is the prior probability of the spatial 
distribution of the target object.  
Using a bounding box aligned with the coordinate axis to indicate the position of the target object, 

it can be considered that the center area of the bounding box must belong to the target object itself, 
and is not affected by factors such as rotation or deformation. At the same time, the farther the 

position from the center point of the bounding box, the greater the probability that it belongs to the 

background area. The calculation method of 
( )( )| 1p x m x =

 is:  

( )( ) ( ) ( )
2

| 1 ; 1 /p x m x k x r = = = −
    

                                                    (3.10) 

Among them, 
( );k x 

 is the Epanechnikov kernel function, and r is the distance between the pixel 
point x and the center point of the bounding box. In order to constrain the influence of the prior 

probability of the spatial distribution, 
( )( )| 1p x m x =

 can be restricted to the interval of 

,low upp p   . Among them, 
   0,1 , 0,1low upp p 

, which is different from the scheme in the 
literature, and the interval setting can be done flexibly. In this way, the prior probability of the 

spatial distribution of the center of the bounding box is upp
· gradually attenuates to lowp

 around 
the periphery, which can change this interception interval to adjust the influence of the prior 
probability of the spatial distribution.  

According to equation (3.9), the spatial mask calculated by multiplying the three terms is 
noisier. In order to better segment the foreground objects, based on the work of Kristan et al., 

Markov random field is used for smoothing, and the final spatial mask is solved by maximizing the 
posterior probability. If only a few pixels belong to the target object in the end, the spatial mask is 
set to be uniformly distributed in the target object's storage box, so as to avoid the influence of too 
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small foreground area. In addition, an expansion operation is performed on the resulting spatial 
mask to make the edges smoother. In each image frame, the histogram of the front background of 
the target object is dynamically updated according to the predefined learning rate by linear 

interpolation method, and a new spatial mask is solved.  

The solution process of the spatial mask is shown in detail in Figure 5, and here we set 

0.5lowp =
.

0.9upp =
.  

Note that the algorithm takes the center point of the target object as the center and extracts 

the sample image with a certain size. For pixels beyond the boundaries of the original image, 
repeated processing operations are used to fill the boundary pixels.  

After the spatial mask of the target object is obtained, the correlation filter model can be 
constrained. The constraint equation is:  

d dh m h= 
         

                                                                                    (3.11) 

That is, the correlation filter of each feature channel only works in the area where the spatial mask 

m is 1. In the area where the spatial mask m is 0, the value of dh
 is zero. On the one hand, the 

correlation filter is no longer affected by the background area in the bounding box of the target 
object, on the other hand, the background area outside the bounding box of the target object will 

not affect the solution of the correlation filter, and the search area can be arbitrarily large. This 
constraint method is more accurate than (3.8), and can effectively solve many problems caused by 

edge effects. However, this constraint makes the formula (3.1) no longer have a mathematically 
closed solution such as formula (3.3), and an iterative method must be used to optimize the solution.  

In order to simplify the problem, we first perform channel separation on equation (3.1) and 

transform it into the following objective function:  

2 2

1 1

ˆ*
d dN N

d d d

d d

f h g h 
= =

= − + 
            

                                                     (3.12) 

That is, it is considered that the characteristics of each channel are independent of each other, and 
each correlation filter model can be solved separately. Then, the objective function of each 
independent correlation filter is converted to the Fourier frequency domain according to Paseval's 

theorem. Under the constraint of formula (3.11), the augmented Lagrangian function is as follows: 

   

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

2
2

2

ˆˆ, , |
2

c c m

H H

c m c m c m

L h h I m diag f h g h

I h h I h h h h





= − + +

 
− + − + − 

              

                                  (3.13) 

Among them, due to the independence of each channel, we omit the subscript d. ch
 is a dual variable 

that satisfies the constraint 
0ch m h−  =

, mh m h= 
, and I are Lagrangian multipliers, and   and 


 are regularization constraints.  

Equation 3.13) can be solved quickly iteratively by using the ADMM (alternating direction method of 

multipliers) algorithm. The ADMM algorithm is widely used to solve the problem of two optimization 
variables and an equation constraint term. The specific selection process of (13) is as follows:  
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( )1 arg min , , |
c

i i

c c i
h

h L h h I m+ =

       

                                                  (3.14) 

 ( )1 1arg min , , |i i i

c
h

h L h h I m+ +=
    

                                                     (3.15) 

( )1 1 1i i i i

cI I h h+ + += + −
        

                                                                  (3.16) 

   1i i + =
        

                                                                          (3.17) 

That is, in each iteration, first fix h to solve ch
 that minimizes the objective function, then fix h to 

solve h that minimizes the objective function, and finally update the Lagrangian multiplier I and the 

regularization constraint term 


. The ADMM algorithm alternates iteratively in the directions of the 
two variables, and the iteration speed is faster.  

Equations (3.14) and (3.15) are two optimization sub-problems, and the mathematical closed 

solution can be obtained by taking the first derivative of the objective function and making it zero;  

1
ˆ i i i

i m
c

i

f g h I
h

f f





+  + −
=

− +
       

                                                                  (3.18) 

( )1

1
,

/ 2

i i i

m
i

i

h I
h

D



 

−

+
 −

=
+        

                                                                  (3.19) 

Among them, w hD d d= 
 is the number of elements in the correlation filter 

4 MULTI-PERSON POSTURE ESTIMATION SYSTEM IN SPORTS COMPETITION VIDEO 

This article will summarize and design all the components of the lightweight and refined deformation 
frame. They are: preprocessing module, target detection module, human body pose estimation 
module, post-processing module. The overall process of multi-person pose estimation in this paper 

is shown in Figure 5. 

Background modeling methods mainly include Gaussian mixture model (MOG), codebook model 

(CodeBook) and visual background extraction model (ViBe algorithm), etc. The basic principle of the 
background modeling method is to first model the background of the input image, then compare the 
pixels of the current frame image and the background model, and determine whether there are 

moving objects in the image based on the comparison result. The algorithm flow is shown in Figure 
6. In this paper, the frequency domain pseudo-color processing enhancement method is used to 
perform pseudo-color processing on sports video images. This article first transforms the sports 

video image into the frequency domain by Fourier transform. 
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Figure 5: Multi-person posture estimation in sports competitions. 

 

Figure 6: Flow chart of background modelling method. 

In the frequency domain, three filters with different transfer characteristics are separated into three 

independent components, and then the inverse Fourier transform is performed on them to obtain 
three monochromatic images representing different frequency components. Next, this paper will 

further process the three images, and finally add them as the three primary color components to 
the red, green, and blue display channels of the color display, so as to realize the frequency domain 
segmented false color enhancement. Its block diagram is shown in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7: Schematic diagram of frequency domain filtering method to achieve pseudo-color 
processing. 

After constructing the above system model, this paper combines big data technology to analyze 

sports game video data, and uses image processing methods to extract features. Big data technology 
can discover patterns from feature extraction. Therefore, this paper verifies the pose recognition 

and data mining during the experimental research, and obtains the results shown in Table 1 and 
Figure 8. 

 
Number Gesture recognition Data mining Number Gesture recognition Data mining 

1 87.8  86.9  17 81.7  91.2  

2 83.2  96.5  18 92.0  86.0  

3 81.7  93.2  19 88.5  92.2  

4 87.0  95.6  20 93.3  89.1  

5 86.1  92.7  21 91.7  83.9  

6 93.2  92.1  22 90.5  86.6  

7 86.2  90.5  23 86.2  84.7  

8 82.2  90.6  24 83.3  93.5  

9 80.6  93.1  25 79.7  86.2  

10 91.4  93.3  26 93.1  83.3  

11 91.8  83.7  27 87.4  89.5  
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12 88.2  88.7  28 87.8  85.2  

13 90.1  83.3  29 83.5  90.5  

14 92.8  85.5  30 93.6  92.4  

15 89.4  86.6  31 92.8  95.0  

16 91.0  88.6  32 88.0  88.1  

 
Table 1: Test statistics results. 

 

Figure 8: The effect of the multi-person pose estimation system in sports competition video based 

on big data analysis. 

From the above research, we can see that the multi-person pose estimation system in sports 

competition video based on big data analysis can realize the feature recognition of multi-person 
sports. Moreover, it can use data mining technology to conduct regular exploration, which has 
extremely important guiding significance for the control of sports competitions and sports training. 

5 CONCLUSION 

Human body pose estimation is an important research field of computer vision, which has a wide 

range of practical application prospects. However, due to the existence of complex scenes and non-
rigid changes in human body pose, the estimation accuracy of human body pose estimation is greatly 
suppressed. Therefore, the task of human body pose estimation at this stage, especially multi-person 

pose estimation, is still a very challenging subject. Multi-person pose estimation in complex scenarios 
has important research value. The reason is that in the process of human body pose estimation, 
there will be many different changes caused by complex scenes, such as human body differences, 

environmental differences, time differences, and care differences. This paper constructs the multi-
person pose estimation system in sports competition video based on big data analysis, combines big 

data technology to perform sports game video data analysis, and uses image processing methods 
for feature extraction. The experimental research results show that the multi-person pose estimation 
system in sports competition video based on big data analysis can realize the feature recognition of 

multi-person sports. 
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